
Dear Valued Customer:

After several weeks of negotiations, Arvig has successfully secured the broadcasting rights for the Fox family  
of television networks. We’re pleased to announce that we can continue to offer Fox Sports 1, Fox Sports 2, 
KMSP, FOX News, FOX Business and the Big Ten Network among our channel lineup.

Realizing the popularity of these channels, especially the demand for local and national sports coverage, 
securing a new contract to carry these channels is good news overall for our customers. 

Had discussions ended without a contract, Arvig would have been forced to drop the channels altogether 
or remain locked in a contract dispute—which would have meant channel blackouts for customers until an 
agreement could have been reached.

Though service interruptions were avoided, negotiations concluded with an unfortunate but unsurprising 
result. Again this year, the network is demanding higher fees which will be reflected in our customers’ 
upcoming bills. Please review the enclosed statement to see how your service is affected.

We know it’s frustrating to see your cable rates increase. This isn’t a letter we enjoy sending, but we want to  
be transparent with our customers about where our costs come from and how they affect you. 

In any contract negotiation, there is give and take. Unfortunately, bargaining with these network-controlling 
media conglomerates usually involves a lot more taking on their part. These corporations use their size and 
power to demand higher fees year after year.

Negotiations are almost always an all-or-nothing deal. Making deals for only the more popular channels in 
favor of less popular ones is almost never an option. When there is pushback, the networks threaten to pull  
the plug on your programming.

Broadcasting contracts are required of every provider of television programming, from local, independent 
companies like Arvig to nationwide providers like DirecTV or Dish Network. Even popular streaming services 
such as Sling, YouTubeTV and Hulu must negotiate broadcasting contracts. And they are feeling the price 
pressure just as much, citing programming fees as the reason for their recent rate hikes of $10 or more in  
some cases.

We’re on your side in the fight for fair prices. Despite our rising operational costs, we will continue to be 
diligent in finding ways to provide you with the best value for your money. Thank you for being our customer.

Sincerely,

Joel Smith
Manager of Video Operations
Arvig

This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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